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The paper develops the spectral theory corresponding to the various time domain 
Wold decompositions of a discrete two-parameter stationary second-order random 
field (ssorf). Appropriate &ego-type error formulas are established. Minimality and 
interpolability are defined for ssorf’s and sufficient spectral criteria for these are 
derived. Partial results are also obtained which help to determine, via spectral 
methods, some of the multiplicities introduced by Kallianpur and Mandrekar in 
their time domain analysis of ssorf’s. c 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study various linear prediction problems for discrete 
two-parameter stationary second-order random sequences, or random 
fields (ssorf’s) x,, n, (m, n) E Z2. 
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A basic starting point in the prediction theory of one-parameter station- 
ary processes is the well-known Wold decomposition theorem. However, 
for random fields (we restrict ourselves throughout to two-parameter 
fields) one cannot assign a unique meaning to “past” and “future.” Hence 
different definitions of the past of a ssorf will lead to different Wold-type 
decompositions. In one of the earliest studies of this kind known to us, 
Chiang [ 11, who considers continuous two-parameter stationary processes, 
takes the half-planes as the past and obtains a twofold Wold decomposi- 
tion. A little later, Helson and Lowdenslager investigated the prediction 
problem in two papers [3.4]. They work with augmented half planes 
instead of half planes and developed a spectral theory based on a threefold 
decomposition of the process. More recently, Kallianpur and Mandrekar 
have undertaken a time domain analysis of two-parameter ssorf’s in which, 
taking quarter planes (in the southwest corner) as the past, they obtain a 
fourfold Wold decomposition of the field [S]. They introduce the notions 
of strongly, 1 - and 2- purely nondeterministic and weakly deterministic 
ssorf’s. These concepts lead naturally to three different types of innovative 
subspaces whose dimensions are the three multiplicities associated with the 
ssorf in this theory. It is convenient for our purposes to also define horizon- 
tally and vertically deterministic and purely nondeterministic ssorf’s. 
A great deal of the spectral theory of ssorf’s corresponding to the time 
domain analysis of [3-51 has been developed in the recent paper of 
Korezlioglu and Loubaton [7] as well as Rosenblatt [ll]. (Some of the 
results in [7] were independently and unknowingly duplicated in the 
technical report [6]). In the present paper we carry forward the spectral 
analysis of [7, 1 l] to study some new problems which we describe below. 
These are natural generalizations to stationary random fields of problems 
that have been investigated for processes. 
In Section II we give definitions of horizontal (resp. vertical) minimality 
and interpolability. Intermediate notions of semi-minimality and semi- 
interpolability (peculiar to random fields) are introduced and studied. 
Spectral conditions for these properties to hold are obtained in Theorems 
II.7 and 11.8. Parts of Theorem II.7 are contained in Rosenblatt’s extensive 
study [ll]. 
The horizontal 2-sided innovation process and innovation spaces 
t-‘(x; m) are introduced in Section III. A Szego-type formula for the error 
II%0 - Pil~X.,,~xO,OJ~ is derived in Theorem 111.4. The spectral measure of 
the 2-sided ‘innovation of a horizontally minimal ssorf is obtained in 
Theorem 111.5. 
Minimal, horizontally minimal, and interpolable ssorf’s are studied in 
greater detail in Section IV. This section contains characterization results in 
terms of spectral quantities. The generalization to ssorf’s due to Salehi and 
Scheidt [ 133, of Kolmogorov’s result on the necessary and sufficient condi- 
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tions for the minimality of a second-order stationary process is rederived as 
a corollary. 
Spectral criteria for Helson and Lowdenslager’s threefold, time domain 
decomposition are given in Section V. 
Finally, in Section VI we return to the multiplicity questions of [S]. The 
main result here is Theorem VI.3 which gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions (in spectral terms) for a ssorf to be j-purely nondeterministic 
with finite multiplicity A4, (j= 1, 2,). The values of 44, and M2 are also 
given in the theorem. 
II. HORIZONTALLY MINIMAL AND INTERPOLABLE STATIONARY sorf’s 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space (e.g., H= Li(s2,9, P), the space of all 
complex-valued random variables on (Q, 9, P) with finite second-order 
moments and zero mean). Recall that a family x, n, (m, PZ)E h2, is a 
(weakly) stationary second-order random field (ssorf),‘if {x,,,> c H and 
(x,,, , x,c,,s) = Um - m’, n - n’ 1, (m, n), (m’, n’) E E2. 
Let x,,, E H, (m, n) E Z2, be a ssorf. It is well known that its covariance 
kernel 
r,(m, n) = (x,,,, -~o,o)T Cm, n) E z2, 
admits a spectral representation of the form 
1 277 271 
Um,n)=~ o s s o e 
i(mi. + no’ dv,(A, q, (m, n) E z2, (11.1) 
where v, is a uniquely determined bounded non-negative measure. 
Moreover, x,,, , (m, n) E Z2, admits a spectral representation of the form 
2n 2n 
X m,n = s I 
e’(“” + “I dp,( A, O), (m, n) E Z2, (11.2) 
0 0 
where pL, is a uniquely determined bounded H-valued vector measure 
having the properties 
(A(A), PL,(B)) = 0 if AnB=@, A,BES?XS?I 
(27~)~ ll/l,(A)l12 = v,(A), A, BEG@ x B; 
g stands for the Bore1 a-algebra on [0, 27~1. 
Let x,,,, (m, n) E Z2, be a ssorf. For m, n E Z we define 
L’(x;m)=SP{xi,kIj~m,kEZ}, 
L2(x;n)=Sp{xj,k( j-s&kin), 
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LI(~; -a)=nLl(x;m), L(x; (m, n))=~{xj,,IjGm,k<n}, 
m 
L*(~; - oo) = n L*(~; n), L’,*(x; (m, n)) = L’(x; m) n L’(x; n), 
” 
L(x)=Sp{xj,/,I jEh, keZ}. 
DEFINITION. A ssorf x,,,, (m, n) E .Z2 is 
(a) horizontally purely non-deterministic, if L’(x; - co) = (0); 
(b) horizontally deterministic, if L’(x; - co) = L(x); 
(c) vertically purely non-deterministic, if L’(x; - co) = {O}; 
(d) vertically deterministic, if L’(x; - co) = L(x). 
Let x,., be ssorf which is horizontally non-deterministic, i.e., 
xo,o4L’(x; -1). 
The horizontal innovation process (at time zero), which we denote by 
y = (y,); n E Z, is defined by 
Yn = X0.n -~L~(x;-I)xO,n. 
This innovation process plays an important role here. The following 
theorem, which is crucial, identifies its spectral measure. For the proof one 
can refer to [6 or 71. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let x,,, be a horizontally non-deterministic ssorf Then, 
the spectral measure of its horizontal innovation process y, is given by 
where v2 z[ is the marginal measure of v,, defined by 
v2.,(4 = V.Y( co, 2nl x B)? BEW, 
and 
is the Lebesgue decomposition of v, w.r.t. dA @ v,,,(dfI). 
We need to introduce the following subspaces which were first intro- 
duced in [3] and called half planes, 
L1+(x;m,n)=w{xi,k: j<m, keZ or j=m, k<n}; 
however, here we call them augmented halfplanes for obvious reasons. 
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Helson and Lowdenslager [3] call a random field x,,, to be nondeter- 
ministic if x0 0 $ L’ + (x, - 1, - 1). To distinguish this from other kinds of 
non-determinism we will call such a random field L’ +-non-deterministic. 
LEMMA 11.2. For any ssorf x,,, we have 
L’+(x; -1, -l)=L’(x; -l)@L(y; -l), 
where L( y; - 1) is the past of the y process. More precisely, 
L(.!J;n)=sp{y,,kQn}. 
Prooj Since L’(x; -l)@L(y; - 1)~ L’+(x; -1, -1) is obvious, one 
just has to check the other inclusion, namely, 
L’+(x; -1, -l)EL’(x; -l)@L(y; -1). 
To see this pick an x,,, in L’+(x; -1, -1); then either m6 -1, in which 
case x,., belongs to L’(x; -1) and hence to L’(x; -l)@L(y; -l), or 
m = 0 and n < - 1. In the latter case, we can write 
X 0,n - b0.n - PLl(,; ~ 1)XO.J + PL’(x: -1)XO.n 
or 
xo,n = Yn + PLl(.x; - l)XO,n, 
which then shows that xO.n is again in L’(x; - 1) @ L( y; - 1). 
THEOREM 11.3. A horizontally non-deterministic ssorf x,,, is L’+-non- 
deterministic (i.e., x0,0@ L’+(x; - 1, - 1)) if and only if 
2n 2n I s 1ogCfG 0) g(e)1 d2 de > - ~0, 0 0 
where g is the density of v~,.~ in its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to 
the Lebesgue measure d6. In this case, the corresponding prediction error is 
given by 
~I~o.o-P~+~~~~~-~,-~~~~,~II -e 
2 - (Wn)*)j$j: Clogf(l.B)g(B)ld~d@ 
Proof: Using Lemma II.2 one can see that xo,o belongs to 
L’+(x; - 1, -1) if and only if y. belongs to L(y; -1). So the problem of 
L’ +-non-determinism of the ssorf x,,, is then equivalent to that of non- 
determinism of the stationary random process y,. On the other hand, by 
Theorem II.1 the spectral measure of this process is 
yv( de) = e (1/2~)~~log/(i..O)di v,,.JdQ (11.3) 
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Now, by the well-known criterion for the non-determinism of stationary 
random processes, y, is non-deterministic if and only if 
s 
2n 
log h(8) d8 > - 00, 
0 
(11.4) 
where v,(dO) = h(8) dtl + vc(dO) is the Lebesgue decomposition of v&de) 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure de. But by (11.3) we can write 
v,(de) = e (1/2x) jf logf(i..8)di v2AdO 
= e(1/2n) Jp logf(i.,O)dA 
[g(e) de + v;,xw)i 
= e(112n)S~log.f(j.,e)d~[e(l/2n)I~logg(B)rlA: de + v;,,(de)] 
=e (1/2n)S~logf(i.,8)g(8)ldi. (#J + f(&), 
where y”(d0) is a measure which is singular w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure de. 
This means that the spectral density h(B) of yn is 
h(8)=e (1/2n)S~logfli.,8)g(e)l~~ (11.5) 
Thus (11.4) turns out to be equivalent to 
2n 277 I s log[f(A, e) g(e)] de dA > - co. 0 0 
To show the other part of the theorem we first note that (by Lemma 11.2) 
x0.0 -~,~+~.~;-l,-l)~o,o=Yo-~,~,,;~l,Yo~ 
and then apply Szegb’s formula to the process y, with density h(B) given 
in (11.5) to get the desired formula. 
The following characterization for L’ + -non-determinism is proved in 
Helson and Lowdenslager [3]. 
THEOREM 11.4. A ssorf x,,,, with spectral measure v,(dA, dt?) is L’+-non- 
deterministic if and only if 
2n 2n 
s I 
log k(A, e) d,l de > - co, (111.6) 
0 0 
where k(il, e) is the density of v,(d& de) w.r.t. dA de, i.e., where 
v,(dA, de) = k(l, 0) dA de + v”,(dA, de). 
In this case, 
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Now, one can prove the following criterion for L’+-non-determinism, in 
general. 
THEOREM 11.5. A ssorf x,,, is L’+ -non-deterministic if and only if 
2n 2n 
s s 
log[f(i, 0) g(O)] d;l d&‘> -CO, (11.7) 
0 0 
where f and g are as in Theorem 11.3. 
Proof Assume that x,,, is L’+ -non-deterministic then it is obviously 
horizontally non-deterministic and by Theorem II.3 we are done. To show 
the other way we note that 
and hence 
v,(dA de) = f(4 0) da@ vz..Ade) + v”,(dA 4, 
v.x(dA de) = f(A ‘3 g(8) d;l de + f(A, 0) dy @ v;,,(de) + v’(dA, de). 
This shows that the a.c. part k(1,O) dA de of v(d1, de) in its Lebesgue 
decomposition, 
v,(dl, de) = k(ll, 0) dA d6’+ v’(dA, de), 
is not less than f(J., 0) g(8) dA de. This in turn means that 
f(4 e) g(e) G 44 e), for a.e. (1, 0) w.r.t. d2 
Thus 
de. (11.8) 
j:’ 11’ log k(a, e) d2 de b J:’ jb2‘ iog[f(a, e) g(e)] d;l de. 
Now this together with Theorem II.4 implies that x,,, is L’+-non-deter- 
ministic. 
COROLLARY 11.6. Let x~,~, v,(dA, de), f(,l, O), g(0) and k(l, 0) be as in 
the last theorem. If x,,, is L’+ -non-deterministic, then for a.e. (A, 0) w.r.t. 
d;l de we have k(A, 0) =f(l, 0) g(B). 
Proof Comparing the two formulas given in Theorems II.3 and II.4 for 
the projection error, we get 
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On the other hand, by (11.8), we have 
a.e. (A, 19) w.r.t. dA de, 
which completes the proof. 
DEFINITION. A ssorf x,,, is called horizontally semi-minimal if x0,0 4 
V{Xi.jIi,<O, (i,j)#(O,O)}; and it is called horizontally semi-T-interpolable 
for T= (0, 1, . . . . s}ifx,,,~~{xi,j(i<O,(i,j)#(O,m),m~T).Therandom 
field x,,, is called horizontally semi-interpolable if it is horizontally semi-T- 
interpolable for some set T= (0, 1,2, . . . . s}. When our random field is 
horizontally semi-minimal the projection of x,,, on @{x,~I i < m, (i, j) # 
(m, n)} will be denoted by b,,,,. 
Remark. Parts (a) and (c) of the next theorem have been obtained 
already by Rosenblatt [ 11, p. 2251 for ssorf’s having absolutely continuous 
spectrum. (Note the different normalizing constants.) 
THEOREM 11.7. Let x,,, be a ssorf with spectral measure v,(dA, de) = 
v’(dA, de) + k(A, 0) d1 de. Then 
(4 x,,, is horizontally semi-minimal if and only if 
s 
2n e(- 1/2n) j% log k(l.8)di. & < *. 
0 
(b) If (a) is the case, spectral density of the corresponding normalized 
innovation process, i.e., 
: 
z, = x0.n - x0.n 2’ 
Ilx0.n - ~o,nll 
is equal to 
(c) If (a) is the case, the corresponding error is given by 
-1 
IIxo,o -&oI~2=[&j2ne 
(-I/Zn)I~logk(%,8)d%de . 
0 1 
ProoJ: (a) Assume x, n is horizontally semi-minimal, then it is certainly 
horizontally non-deterministic and hence, by Theorem 11.1, its horizontal 
innovation y, has a spectral measure given by 
e(l12x)l~loef(j..e)di.v2,,(de). (11.9) 
683/32/l-9 
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On the other hand, one can easily check that (using a lemma similar to 
Lemma 11.2) the ssorf x,,, is horizontally semi-minimal if and only if the 
stationary random process y, is minimal. By the well-known criterion (cf. 
[S or 12]), for minimal stationary random processes, yn is minimal if and 
only if its spectral density has an integrable inverse. But this means that 
is finite. Now since every horizontally semi-minimal random field is L’+- 
non-deterministic, by Corollary 11.6, 
and this completes the proof of one way. 
Conversely, suppose 
I 
*= ,c-1/2n)l~logk(i.,8)di. (j(j < co. (11.10) 
0 
Let f(0) = exp(( 1/2n) s? log k(l, 0) A?). By Jensen’s inequality we have 
46 Q 2 j’” k(A, e) d/z 
0 
which implies 
j2n f(e) de d k j*= jIn k(A, e) dA de. 
0 0 0 
Since l(0) is a non-negative integrable function it can be considered as the 
spectral density of an auxiliary stationary random process U,. Since 
/P(e)de= Zn s 
,(-l/*=)I~logk(i.,8)~~ de < oo, 
0 
this auxiliary process U, is minimal. Hence U, is definitely non-deter- 
ministic. This means that 
s 
2n 
log i(e) de > - CO 
0 
or 
j2’ jZn log k(l, e) d;l de = j*= log i(e) de > - co. 0 0 0 
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This by virtue of Theorem II.4 implies that x,., is L’+-non-deterministic, 
and hence it is horizontally non-deterministic. Thus we can apply 
Corollary II.6 to write (11.10) in the form 
This means that the spectral measure of y, has an a.c. part whose density 
has an integrable inverse. Thus, yn is minimal which in turn (as before) is 
the same as horizontal semi-minimality of x,,,. 
(b) The spectral density of the innovation process y, is given by (cf. 
Theorem II. 1) 
(l/e’“) j’” logCf(l, 0) g(@l dA. 
0 
But since we are assuming (a), in this case the random field x,,, is 
L’+-non-deterministic. By Corollary II.6 the spectral density of y, can be 
written as 
Now since the minimality of y, is equivalent to the horizontal semi-mini- 
mality of x,,,, part (b) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.9 of 
Masani [8]. Part (c) follows from (b), because 
1 2x 
2710 s 
[,(-1/2n)S~logk(j..e)dj. de] = )1~,112 = ~~~~~~ -$o,oll -2. 
The following theorem gives a spectral characterization for horizontal 
interpolability of random fields. 
THEOREM 11.8. (a) A ssorf x,,, is horizontally semi-T-interpolable, 
T= (0, 1, . . . . s}, if and only if there exists a polynomial P(e”) of degree s 
such that 
0 Z ji’ IP( 2 e( - l/Znl jr log k(j.,@)dA de < m, 
(b) xm,, is horizontally semi-interpolable if and only if there exists a 
polynomial P(e”) such that 
0 # jIn IP( 2 e( - 1/2n) JF log k(i.,B)di de < oo. 
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Proof (a) Proof is similar to that of the last theorem, i.e., first we 
notice that x,,, is horizontally semi-T-interpolable if and only if the 
innovation process y, is T-interpolable and then we use the well-known 
characterization for T-interpolable processes (cf., for example, [ 131) 
together with the result of Theorem II.1 to complete the proof. (b) follows 
from (a). 
III. HORIZONTAL TWO-SIDED INNOVATION PROCESS 
AND ITS SPECTRAL MEASURE 
Let us start with the subspace i’(x; m) generated by all the xi.j’s except 
for those on the mth row; i.e., 
il(x;m)=~{xi,n:i#m,nEZ}. 
In this section we obtain a Szego-type formula for evaluating the error 
lIxo,o - pi’(.x:o)~o,oI12. 
THEOREM 111.1. Let x~,~, (m, n) E Z2 be a ssorf with spectral measure v, 
which is a.c. with respect to dAQ v,(d%) f or some nonnegative measure v2. 
Then 
IIxo,o - pi~(.~,0)x0.0 ,,2=&j;*[&j;‘f-‘(L.%)d;i]-1v2(d%) 
with [(1/2~)~~f-‘(A,%)dA]~‘=O if ~~fp’(A,%)dl=oo (i.e., if 
f( ., %) = 0 on a set of positive d;l-measure). 
The next theorem is essentially due to Matveev [lo, pp. 34-351, cf. [9, 
Lemma 8.111. The theorem can be proved along the lines of [9, pp. 
365-3671. 
THEOREM 111.2. Let x, = (xf, . . . . xz), n E Z, be a (q + 1)-variate station- 
ary sequence, M = [v~,~];~ =. be its spectral distribution matrix and let v be 
a non-negative measure on [0, 2x] having the property vj,k 6 v, j, k = 0, . . . . q. 
Then 
(a) the univariate sequence, 
z,=xjl-P 0 L(X’. _.., xqx, 3 n E Z, 
L(x’, . ..) xq) = Sp{ xi ( n E H, j = 1, . . . . q}, is stationary; 
(b) the spectral distribution v, of z,,, n E Z, has the property vZ @ v and 
dvzldv = f,+ ,(%)/f,(%), if f,(e) # 0; 
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The proof of Theorem III.1 is based on Theorem III.2 and the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 111.3. Ler x,,,, (m, n) E Z2, be a ssorf: Then 
/1X0,0 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = lim IIx~,~- ~H~~x;Y~~0,0112~ 
4-m 
(111.1) 
where H’(x,q)=@{~~,~: i= +l, 5-2 ,..., fq and neE}. 
The proof is easy and hence omitted. 
The two-way stationarity of a ssorf x,,,, (m, n) E Z2, makes it possible to 
calculate the right-hand side of (III.1 ) in terms of a suitably defined 
(2q + 1 )-variate stationary sequence. 
Let x,,~, (m, n) E Z2, be a ssorf. Then for any q > 0 the sequence 
%L&l+ 1) = ky,n9 ...v x -,,n, xO.n, Xl,n, . . . . -%p), n E Z, 
is a (2q + 1)-variate stationary sequence. Moreover, for any -q < j < q, 
-q<k<q, 
(4% + 11, x:m + 1)) 
:= (X-j.*, x-k.n) 
1 2n 2n 
=mo oe s s 
-i(l-k)iei(m-n)e dv,(A, (j), m,nEZ 
Suppose, in addition that v,(dA, de) = f(ls, I!?) dl@ v,(dO). Then 
cd(2q + 11, xx&l + 1)) 
1 
I 
2n 
=(2n)20 
ei(m-n)8 e-i(i-k)Af(l, 0) d3, dv2(f?). 1 
Thus, in the present case the spectral distribution matrix MC2,,+ i) = 
[v+];~= --y of x,(2q + l), q E Z, is absolutely continuous w.r.t. va and 
dvj,,/dv2 =-&[I’ e-‘(i-k”f(;l, 0) dA (v2-a.e.). 
Proof of Theorem 111.1. To calculate the expression I~x~,~ - PH~~X;4~xo,ol(2 
on the right-hand side of (111.1) we apply a modified version of 
Theorem III.2 (whose proof can be constructed without too much difficulty 
from Theorem III.2 itself) to the multivariate process x,(2q + 1) defined 
above: 
IIxo,o - PH~(x;y)Xo,Oll * = s Jb,,ov (d(j) co.2n1\1 Jbce) 2 ’ (111.2) 
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where Tq is the (2q + 1) x (2q + 1) determinant 
f=d [, 
2n 
’ 
~ 4 et e 
r(/-k)ij-(& (j) dA 
1 
(111.3) 
0 j,k= --y 
and To’,., is the (2q) x (2q) determinant, obtained from that in (111.3) by 
omitting its middle row and column, and Z= { 8 : f(A, 6) = 0, dA-a.e. }. 
On the other hand, if for each 8 E [0,27c]\Z we consider the univariate 
stationary sequence xff, no Z via the covariance To(m)= (XL, x$ = 
u/27@e -““‘j(A, 0) dl, m E 22. For each 8 E [0, 27r]\Z, &,(0) is different 
from zero and we have 
$$= I14-~~(.r)),r=~1,f2 ,.._, h/)4112 
Y 
(cf., for example, [2, pp. 181, 38, 13]), which in particular shows that the 
sequence 
fo ,w 
G 
is decreasing. Moreover, from the well-known Kolmogorov theory (cf., for 
example, [8 or 12]), 
lim 7iJqv3) 
L= IIx~~p~~.~~:i~O)x~l12 4-m 3&W 
6) d,l --I. 1 
Now combining these facts together with (111.1) and (111.2) we can write, 
using the convention introduced in the enunciation of Theorem 111.1, 
Il~o,o- ~i~~.~.o,~0.0112 = lim II~o,o- ~H~,x.y,~O.OIIZ 
4-m 
= lim 3&,, (de) 
2 4+ a s C0.2nl\13qT,(N 
= 
I 
lim J,.,(e)v 
CO,2xl\l 4- m 3q,(e) 2 (de) 
=~~o,2.,,~[ti:‘/‘(~,B)d~]-’ vz(de) 
= f-‘(A, 6) dA -’ v,(dO), 1 
which completes the proof. 
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Combining Theorem III.1 with Theorem II.6 in [6], which shows that 
the spectral measure v, of any horizontally purely nondeterministic 
random field x,,, is ac. with respect to dA @ v,,,(dO), we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 111.4. Zf x,,, is a horizontally purely nondeterministic ssorf, 
then 
where v,(dA, de) = f (I, t3) dl@ vz,JdO) + vi. 
The following theorem gives the spectral measure of the two-sided 
horizontal innovation process U, = x~,~ - PL+;~)x,,~ when x,,, is horizon- 
tally minimal, namely x0,0 4 i’(x; 0). This result is essential for deriving our 
characterizations of the next section. 
THEOREM 111.5. Let x,,, , (m, n) E Z2 be a horizontally minimal ssorf: 
Then the spectral measure of its two-sided innovation u, is given by 
vu = &. 
[ s 
2n f -‘(A, e) dl -’ v2,Jde), 
0 1 
where, as before, v, = f dA 0 v~,.~ + v”, is the Lebesgue decomposition of v,. 
ProoJ: Let S be the singular set of v, in its Lebesgue decomposition 
mentioned in the statement of the theorem and define x& and ~f,~ by 
xs,,= ’ Sf 
ei(m” f no) dp, 
S 
and 
xkn= 
. ff 
ei(mi. + no) dp 
X? 
[O.Znlc3 CO,2nl\S 
where p.X is the stochastic measure of x,,,. Then using a more or less 
standard technique (see, for example, the proof of Theorem II.1 in [6]), 
one can show that 
uo = x0.0 - P i’(.x:O)XO,O = 6.0 - PiW;O)4,0. 
Now let K be the projection of 1 on the closed subspace of L2(f dA @I v~,.~) 
spanned by all exponential functions e’(“” +“I with m # 0, then 1 - K is the 
isomorph of uo. Since the two-sided innovation process u, is clearly 
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stationary, the isomorph of u, in L2(f dA 0 v~,.~) is eine( 1 - K(A, 0)). Thus 
we can write 
277 277 
(U 
1 
.+A=(271)2 o s I eiTe 11 - K(A, 0)12 f(A, 8) d/l@ vq,,, (111.4) o 
and, in particular, 
1 2n 2rr 
Il%l12=(2n)Z o s s 11-K(~,8)12f(~,~)d~Ov2,x. o 
On the other hand, in Theorem III.4 we showed that 
IId = lIxo,o- fh~,0,%0112 
f-l@, 0) dl -’ v,,,(dO). 1 
Thus we have 
1 2n 2n 
go 0 s s 
I1 - &A ev f(4 e) dA@ v2,x 
2n 1 2a = 
i[ J o G f-‘(A @dA -l V2..AdeL 0 1 
or equivalently, 
1 -l vz,,(de)=o. 
On the other hand, one can show that the integrand of the last integral is 
non-positive for a.e. 0 - v2 x, which then implies 
1 
2710 s 
2n I1 - K(I, e)12 f(A, e) d/l 
0) dA -I a.e.-v2 1 , .Y . 
Using this fact in (111.4), we get 
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which means that the spectral measure of our two-sided innovation U, is 
actually 
f-‘(A, l9) -l v2,x(de). 1 
EXAMPLE 111.6. Let e,, m E Z, be a white noise sequence, i.e., (e,, e,) = 
6 m,n, m, n E h. Define a ssorf by 
X rn,” = em (m, n) 12 Z*. 
It is obvious that x,., - P~I~,;,~x,,, =x,,, = e,, i.e. the sequence 
X m.O - PL~~.~~,,.~,,~ = em 
is a white noise and the sequence 
4 = xO,n - Pi~~x;O~xO.n = eoT n e Z, 
is a constant. Obviously, 
v,=&d.@cS, (6, = Dirac measure at 8 = 0). 
Choose v2 = Jo and 
e = 0, 
otherwise. 
Then, with our convention, 
8 = 0, 
otherwise, 
and 
IV. HORIZONTALLY MINIMAL AND INTERPOLABLE ssorf 
In this section, using the material of the last section, we characterize 
other natural kinds of minimality and interpolability. Let us start by the 
following definition. 
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DEFINITION. Let x,,, be a ssorf. 
(4 x,,, is called horizontally minimal if x0,,, $ i’(x; 0). 
(b) xm,, is called horizontally T-interpolable with T = { 0, 1, 2, . . . . s} 
ifx,,,$t’(x, [0, s])=Sp{x,,,: i#O, 1, 2, . . . . sandn~Z} 
(cl xi%, is called minimal if x0,0 4 Sp(x,,,: (m, n) # (0, O)}. 
THEOREM IV.l. Let x,,,, (m, n) E Z2 be a ssorf with spectral measure v, 
which is a.c. with respect to dA @ v,(d0) for some nonnegative measure v2. 
Then x,,, is horizontally minimal tf and only tf 
wheref(1, t!9)= v,(dA, d0)/dA@v,(dd). 
Proof: x,., is horizontally minimal if and only if I/x~,~- P~l~,,O,xo,OII 
> 0, and this (by Theorem III.l.), is equivalent to 
v2 
which is equivalent to 
v2 8: 
{ 1 
f-‘(/l,e)dl<co >o. 
I 
Using similar ideas one can prove the following characterization. 
THEOREM IV.2. Suppose x,,,~, (m, n)E Z2, is a ssorf with spectral 
measure v, which is a.c. with respect to dA@ v2 for some nonnegative 
measure v2. Then, x,,, is horizontally T-interpolable (with T = 
(0, 1, 2, ..., s} ) tf and only if v2-measure of the set { 8 : there exists a polyno- 
mial P@(A) of degree s such that 0 # j (I P,JlZ)I '/f(A, 0)) dA < co } is positive. 
With Theorem II.6 in [6] we immediately get the following theorem. In 
the case that x,,, is horizontally purely nondeterministic one can choose v2 
to be v~,.~ (as mentioned above). 
THEOREM IV.3. Let x,,,, (m, n) E Z2 be horizontally purely non-deter- 
ministic, then 
(a) -h,, is horizontally minimal tf and only if 
f-yn,e)dka 
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(b) xm,, is horizontally T-interpolable, with T= (0, 1, 2, . . . . s} zf and 
only tf~~..~-rneasure of the set 
0 : there exists a polynomial P,(A) of degree s 
such that 0 #s f(n, e) 
I&(W dl < o. 
is positive. 
Now we can characterize minimal ssorf x,,, and thereby generalize 
Kolomogorov’s characterization for minimal stationary second-order 
random processes. This generalization has already been established (cf., for 
example, [ 131). 
THEOREM IV.4. Consider the ssorf x,,, with spectral measure v,. suppose 
X is horizontally purely non-deterministic. Then, x,,, is minimal tf and 
02; if 
277 2n s s k-‘(AJ)d;ldtWq 0 0 
where k(l, 9) is the density of v, with respect to the two-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. 
Proof One can show that x,,, is minimal if and only if the two-sided 
innovation process U, is minimal, but U, is minimal (by Kolmogorov’s 
theorem) if and only if [dv,/dQ -i is integrable. On the other hand, letting 
g(0) = dv,,/dtI, by Theorem 111.5, we get 
dvu de= & **f -‘(A, e)dA -’ g(e). 
[ J 0 1 
so X,,” is minimal if and only if 
or equivalently, 
2n 2n 
5 f g-l(e)f-l(~,e)d~de<oo. 0 0 
This, in virtue of Corollary 11.6, completes the proof. 
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By a technique similar to the proof of Theorem IV.4 one can prove the 
following. 
THEOREM IV.5 Let x,,, be a ssorf with spectral measure v,. Then we 
have ~,,~$Sp{x~,,: IZO, 1, 2, . . . . s} if and only if there exist a polynomial 
p(B) of degree s such that 
V. THE THREEFOLD DECOMPOSITION OF HELSON AND LOWDENSLAGER 
Helson and Lowdenslager in [3, 43 worked with augmented half planes 
from the past. In the time domain they were able to develop a threefold 
Wold-type decomposition. They also obtained an appropriate Szegii error 
formula and proved other results which extend the well-known one 
parameter results in a natural way. They then developed a spectral predic- 
tion theory based on their threefold decomposition. 
In this section after introducting the Helson and Lowdenslager’s 
threefold decomposition in the time domain and giving its basic properties 
we study the spectral theory related to this decomposition and obtain some 
other spectral criteria for the existence of different components of the 
threefold decomposition. Some of these are new while the rest just give dif- 
ferent conditions than those obtained by Helson and Lowdenslager in [4]. 
Following Helson and Lowdenslager [ 31 if x,,, is an L’ +-non-deter- 
ministic ssorf we denote its corresponding innovations i,,, by 
imn=x,.-P L’+(.Y.m n-1)X,,,,. , 
Clearly this L ‘+-innovation process is a white noise. Each i,,,, is 
orthogonal to L’+(x; m, n - 1) and hence to L’(x; m - 1). So each i,,, is 
orthogonal to L’(x, -co) (which is the same as L’+(x, --co)). Then 
letting the innovation space Z’+(x) of the random field x,,, to be 
I’+(~)=~{i~,~~(m,n)~~~}, 
we see that Zl+(x) is orthogonal to L’+(x; -00). However, as the 
following example shows, in contrast to the case of random processes, 
L’+ (x; - co) 0 I’+(x) is not equal to all of L(x). The orthogonal comple- 
ment of L’+(x, -co) @Z’+(x) in L(x) will be denoted by E’+(x) and will 
be called the evanescent space of the random field. Thus we have the 
threefold decomposition (note that L’ + (x, - 00) = L’(x, - 03 ) as we men- 
tioned above). 
L(x)=L’(x, -cO)or’+(X)OE1+(X) (V.1) 
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for the time domain. Correspondingly we can decompose the random field 
X ??I.” as the sum of three mutually orthogonal stationary random fields, 
X m,n= s m.n + L., + fkn. W.2) 
More precisely, one can see that s,,,, i,,,, and em,n are the projections of 
X m,n on L’x; - co ), Z’+(x), and E i+(x), respectively. 
EXAMPLE V.l. Consider the ssorf x,,, = eim’ in L’(d;l). Then one can 
see that i,,, =0 for all (m, n)~ 2* and hence Z’+(x)=O. One can also see 
that L’+(x, --a)=0 and hence s,,, =0 for all (m, n)ez2. For this 
example E’+(x) turns out to be the whole space L(x), and x,,, has only 
the evanescent component. 
DEFINITION. A ssorfx,,, is called purely singular if L’(x, -XI) = L’(x); 
it is called purely innovation if Z’+(x) = L’(x), and it is called purely 
evanescent if E”(x) = L(x). 
Note. A random field with the property L’(x, -co)=L(x) was called 
horizontally deterministic in Sections II and III. However, here we use this 
terminology due to Helson and Lowdenslager to be consistent with some 
other of their terminologies which we use. 
One can see that the components s,,,, i,,,, and em,n in the threefold 
decomposition (V.2) of x,,, are, respectively, purely singular, purely 
innovation, and purely evanescent. These are, respectively, called the 
singular, innovation, and evanescent components of x,,,. 
Here is our first observation. 
THEOREM V.2. The singular component of a ssorf x,,, vanishes zf and 
only if v, $ dA @ v2,X and there exists a set BE S? with v2,;(B) > 0 such that 
s 
277 
log f(l, 8)dA> -00, for all tie B 
0 
and 
ft., Q=O for t? E B’ (v2,X-a.e.). 
ProoJ Since being horizontally purely non-deterministic and having 
zero purely singular part are the same this is just the content of 
Theorem II.6 in [6]. 
One can easily prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM V.3. The innovation component of a ssorf x,,, vanishes if and 
only if 
2n 2n 
I s 
log k(l, 0) d,I d0 = -co. 
0 0 
Proof: We know that the innovation component i,,, of x,,, is different 
from zero if and only if our random field x,,, is L’ +-non-deterministic. 
So, the innovation component i,,, of x,., vanishes if and only if x,., is 
L’+-deterministic. The desired result follows from Theorem 11.4. 
THEOREM V.4. A ssorf x,,, is purely innovation tf and only tf we have the 
following conditions: 
(i) v, is a.c. with respect to d1@ v,,,(d0), 
(ii) there exists a set B in 9J with v2,.JB) > 0 such that 
I 
277 
log f(l, 0) d/I > - 00, for all B E B, 
0 
andf(l2, e)=O, for a.e. IKE B’[v2,,(d0)], 
(iii) v~,.~ is a.c. with respect to the Lebesgue measure and 
2n 2n 
I I 
log k(2,e) dA de > - co. 
0 0 
The proof of Theorem V.4 is based on the following useful lemma. 
LEMMA VS. Let x,,, be a L’+-non-deterministic ssorf and define its 
horizontal innovation y,,, by 
Y xmn m,n = - PLl(x;m- 1)X,., 
(Note that yn defined in Section II is just yo.,.) Then 
E’+(x)=L2(y; --co), 
where for the random field y,,,, as usual L2( y, -co) = fin L2( y, n). 
Proof Clearly 
L’+(x;m,n)=L’(x,m-l)@L(y”;n) W.2) 
and 
L’(x,m)=L’(x,m-l)@L(y”), (V.3) 
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where for each m the random process yr is defined by 
L( y”) is just the time domain of the process y”, and L( y”, n) is just the 
past of y” up to time n. From (V.2) we get 
P L’+(x;m.“-l)=~L~~.~:m~l)+~L()~:n-l)~ 
and hence i,,,, =x,,, - PL~,.y;m,np r)x,,, can be written as 
i,,, = x,,, - (p~~~.~;m- I)XWI + PL(ym,n- IJX,,,) 
= hn,n - P~l(.~:m- IJX~.~) - PL(l.m,n- I)X~,~ 
Y WI,” -P L(yYn--1)Xm.n. 
But we can actually write 
i, ‘M ( Y::-PLCP,n-l)Y::=Jn. n = 
where j”’ is the innovation process of the process y”. If we let 
be the Wold-decomposition of the random process ym, it is well known that 
L(y”) = L( t”) 0 L(s”) 
and 
L(t”)=L(j”)=sp{i,,,:nE~}. 
From these and (V.3) we get 
L’(x;m)=L’(x;m-l)@~(i,,,:keZ}@L(jm). 
Repeating the same argument for L’(x, m - 1) instead of L’(x, m) and 
continuing this process we get 
L’(x,m)=L’(x, -co)@L’(i;m)@L’(j;m). 
Letting m go to + CO we then get 
L(x)=L’(x, -co)@L(i)@L(s). 
Now comparing this decomposition of L(x) with that in (V.1) we get 
E’ + (x) = L(s). 
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Since, by a well-known result L(sm) = L(y”, - co) one can see that 
L(s) = L( y, - 00 ). The proof is now completed. 
Proof of Theorem V.4. The random field x,,, is purely innovation if 
and only if L’(x; --co) and E’+(x) are both zero subspaces. Thus, using 
Lemma V.5, one can see that x,,, is purely innovation if and only if x,,, 
is horizontally purely non-deterministic (i.e., its purely singular component 
vanishes) and the corresponding y” processes is regular for one and hence 
every m. The proof is then an immediate consequence of Theorem V.2 and 
Theorem II.1 together with the well-known spectral criterion for the 
regularity of stationary random processes. 
The next two theorems characterize the random fields which are purely 
evanescent and those which have a zero evanescent component. 
THEOREM V.6. A ssorf x,,, is purely evanescent if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) v, is a.c. with respect to di@v,.,(d0), 
(ii) there exists a set B in ~49 with v,,(B) > 0 such that 
I 
2a 
log f(l, 8)d1> -co, for all 0 E B, 
0 
and f( ., 0) = 0 for a.e. 8 E B”[v,.,(d0)], 
(iii) fp j$ log k(;l, 0) dA d0 = - co. 
Proof of this theorem is similar that for Theorem V.4 and hence it is 
omitted. 
THEOREM V.I. The evanescent component of a ssorf x,,,, vanishes if and 
only if either 
(i) For a.e. B[v,,,(d0)] we have 
s 
2n 
log f(A, 0) dJ = -co 
0 
or 
(ii) vZ.r is a.c. with respect to the Lebesgue measure and 
2rr 2n s I log k(l, 0) d;l > -co. 0 0 
Proof: First assume that the evanescent component of x, n vanishes. 
Then either x,,, is purely singular which by Theorem V.l ‘implies (i) 
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and we are done or, otherwise L’(x, -cc) #L(x), which together 
with E’+(x) = (0) means that x,,, is necessarily L’ +-non-deterministic 
(see the decomposition (V. 1)). Hence by Theorem II.4 we get 
JF f? log k(A, f3) d1 de > - co. The absolute continuity of v*,.~ then follows 
from L(y, -co) = E’+(x) = (0) and Theorem II.1 and the well-known 
results. Conversely, if (i) is the case then the process is purely singular (by 
Theorem V.l), i.e., L’(x, - 00) = Z,(x) which by (V.l) gives E’+(x) = {0}, 
and we are done. If (ii) is the case then by Theorem II.4 the random field 
X m,n is L’+ -non-deterministic and (cf. Lemma V.5) 
E’+(x)=LQ, -co). 
So it s&ices to show that y, is purely non-deterministic, but by 
Theorem II.1 and the well-known spectral criterion of purely non-deter- 
ministic processes this is the same as saying vz.x is a.c. and 
277 2n 
I I logCf(A 0) g(e)1 de > - ~0; 0 0 
this is essentially condition (ii) (cf. Corollary 11.6). 
VI. MULTIPLICITY PROPERTIES OF ssorf’s 
In this section following Kallianpur and Mandrekar [S, p. 1791 we con- 
sider the multiplicity MO, M,, and M, associated with a ssorf and show 
that when the random field has a commutation property MO is either 0 or 
1 (cf. Theorem VI.l). We then give an interesting spectral characterization 
for M, to be finite (cf. Theorem VI.3). Results for M2, being similar are not 
stated here. We would like to mention here that Korezlioglu and Loubaton 
in [7] have studied MO and our Theorem VI.1 concerning M, can be 
derived from their Propositions V.4 and V.8. 
Let x,.,, (m, n) E z2, be a ssorf. Following Kallianpur and Mandrekar 
[ 5, p. 1791 we define 
It, = [L’(x; m) 0 L’(x; m - l)] n L2(x; - co), 
z~=L’(x;-co)n[L2(X;n)~L2(x;n-1)], 
Zmn = [L1(x; m) 0 L’(x; m - l)] n [L’(x; n) 0 L2(x; n - l)], 
and 
MO = dim(Z,,,,), M, = dim(Zk), M2 = dim(Zz). 
683i32il-IO 
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DEFINITION. A ssorf x,,,, (m, n) E Z*, has 
(a) the weak commutation property, if 
PLl(.r; m,PL%x;n) = PL%(rn. n)l for all m, n E Z; 
(b) the strong commutation property, if 
PLl(.vl)PL2wz, = PLww,n)) for all m, n 15 Z. 
In what follows we make heavy use of the fourfold Wold decomposition 
theorem obtained by Kallianpur and Mandrekar [S]. According to 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [S] any stationary random field having the strong 
commutation property admits a representation of the form 
X rn,” = L,” + r!??,, + rt., + VP%” (m, n)EZ*, (VI.1) 
where all the components are mutually orthogonal stationary random 
fields having the strong commutation property and 
Ux; Cm, n)) = L(5; (m, n))OL(i’; (m, n))OL(l*; Cm, n))OL(rl; (m, n)). 
Moreover, 
L’((; - 00) =L2(& - 00) = {O}, L’([‘; -co)=L*(~*; --co)= {O), 
L2(11; - ~)=L(i,), L’(i’; -co) =.L([Z), 
L’(q; -co)=L*(rj; -co)=L(v]). 
In [6] (cf. [7]) it is shown that (VI.l) holds also under the weak com- 
mutation property. However, in this case the components r,,,, ck,,, 1;;,,, 
and vmsn have only the weak commutativity property. 
THEOREM VI.l. Let x,,,, (m, n) E Z*, be a ssorf having the strong com- 
mutation property; then M0 is either 0 or 1. Furthermore, M, = 1, if and only 
if 4,,, # 0, (4 n) E z2. 
ProoJ Define 
No= f @I,.,. 
f.k= -cc 
Since 
and 
L’( 5; m) = N, n L’(x; m) 
L’(t;m)@L’(t;m-l)=[N,nL’(x;m)]n[N,~L’(x;m-1)] 
= Non [L’(x; m) 0 L’(x; m - l)], i=l,2 
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(cf. [S, pp. 175-178]), it follows that 
CL’(5; m) 0 L’(5; m - l)] n [L*(<; n) 0 L’(5; n - l)] 
= N, n [Ll(x; m) ($3 L’(x; m - l)] n [L*(x; n) 0 L*(x; n - l)]. 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.2 of [S], 
L(t)= f’ 0 CL’(5; m) 0 L’(% , m - 1)l n CL*(t; n) 0 L*(k n - l)], 
showing that M,=O if and only if c,,,=O, (m, ~)EB*. 
The argument given above also shows that <,,,, # 0, (m, n) E Z* if and only 
if dim(MO) #O. Thus, to finish the proof it is enough to show that 
dim( M,) < 1. Obviously, 
Zmn c L’(x; m) n L*(x; n) = L(x; (m, n)). 
Moreover, by definition, 
xj,k L zn~,~ for j<m, k<n and j<m,k<n; 
implying 
I,,, = w?&m,n) Ia E c>, 
i.e., dim(Z,,,) < 1. 
For the next theorem we recall that 
r’,,, = e+?I,‘3 (m, n)EZ*; j= 1,2, 
with 
N, = [L(x) 0 L’(x; -co)] n L’(x; -co), 
N2 = [L(x) 0 L*(x; - a)] n L’(x; -co) 
(cf. C5, 61). 
THEOREM VI.2. Let x,,,, (m, n) E Z*, be a ssorf having the weak com- 
mutation property. Then Mj f 0 if and only $C’,S, = P,,,,x,,, # 0, (m, n) E Z*; 
and 
A4, = dim[Lj([j; m) 0 Lj([j; m - l)], j= 1, 2. 
Proof It is enough to consider the horizontal case j= 1. By definition 
Sk., = PN,Xnv (4 n) E n*, 
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and, a fortiori, 
L’([‘; m) 0 L’((‘; m-l)=[L’(x;m)@L’(x;m-l)]nL’(x; -00) 
(cf. Theorem I.4 and Lemma I.8 in [6]), thus 
M, = dim(lk) = dim[L’([‘; m) 0 L’([‘; m - l)]. 
Finally, since r,!,, ,,, (m, n) E Z , * is horizontally purely non-deterministic and 
vertically deterministic it follows that 
L([‘) = 5 L’([‘; m) 0 L’([‘; m - 1) 
I?= -x‘ 
(cf. Theorem I.4 and Lemma I.8 in [6]), finishing the proof. 
Remark. Theorem VI.2 makes it possible to obtain a characterization of 
the case Mj < CO. For convenience we consider just the case of j-purely 
non-deterministic ssorfs, i.e., the case x,,, = {j,,,, (m, n) E 2’. 
THEOREM VI.3. Let x,,,, (m, n) E Z*, be a ssorf: Then x,,,, (m, n) E H2, 
is j-purely non-deterministic and M, < CO, if and on1.v if 
V,= c bk@fk de 
k=l 
with 
s 
2n 
log fk(A)dA> --co, 
0 
(for j= 1); (VI.2) 
(for j=2) (VI.3) 
k = 1, . . . . N. 
If (VI.2) (resp. (VI.3)) is true, then M, = N (resp. M, = N). 
Proof By symmetry it is enough to consider the case j= 1. Suppose 
first x,,,, (m, n) E Z*, is l-purely non-deterministic and M, < co. Consider 
the space 
z; = [L’(x; 0) 0 L’(x; -l)] n L2(x; -00). 
In this part of the proof we make use of the unitary shift operators 
U,: L(x) + L(x), i = 1,2, defined by 
UI-%L.=xm+l,n~ ~2%n.,=%?7,,+1 (m, n) E 27’. 
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Since x,,,, (m, n) E Z2, is vertically deterministic, it follows that 
L2(x; - cc) = L(x) and, a fortiori, 
z; = L’(x; 0) Q Ll(x; - 1). 
Moreover, it is obvious that U,(ZA) = ZA. Since dim(Z$ = M, < co, it 
follows that the unitary operator U,: Zk + ZA has a discrete spectrum eisk, 
k = 1, . . . . M,. Let g, E Zi, k = 1, . . . . M,, be an orthogonal family of eigen- 
vectors. Define 
2; = qYk, mEZ;k=l,...,M1. 
It is obvious that for a fixed m the set {z:, k= 1, . . . . M,}, forms an 
orthogonal basis in Zj,,. Since 
L’(x; 0) = c 0 [L’(x; j) Q L’(x; j- l)] = 1 @Zj, 
/<O i < 0 
it follows that 
with f laj,,(2<co,k=1 ,..., M, 
j=O 
and 
k=l 
[ f aj,kz",- j]. 
j=O 
Thus, 
MI m 
(x~,“, x0,,)= 1 einek C aj,ka,-,,k 
k=l j=O 
with f,J .)-czo aj,ke’i’ (in L2(0, 271)), proving the first part of the 
theorem. Suppose then v, is of the form (VI.2). Since 
s 
2rr 
log f,(A) d/I > - 00, 
0 
it follows from Theorem II.6 in [6] that x,,,, (m, n) E z2, is horizontally 
purely non-deterministic. Moreover, it is obvious that x,,,, (m, n) E iiT’, is 
vertically deterministic. 
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Let z,“, Jo Z; m = 1, . . . . N, be a family of second-order random variables 
having the property 
(z.7, zy’) = S,,,~S,, i’. 
Define unitary operators V, and I’, on L(z) = Sp{z,” I j E Z, m = 1, . . . . N} by 
v,z,“=z,“,,, V, z,” = eiemzy. 
Moreover, define 
Y m.n= 2 f einokaj,kz~-l (m, n) E Z’, 
k=l j=O 
where aj,k, j = 0, 1, . . . . are the Fourier coefftcients of the outer Hz-function 
dk satisfying l#,JA)12 = fJ(J.), A-a.e.; that is, 
1 2n 
%O I log h(A) d2 = log la,,, I 2, 
k = 1, . . . . N. (VI.4) 
Obviously, r, = f, and, a fortiori, the multiplicity properties of x,,, and 
Y m,n are the same. 
To show that M, = N consider the univariate stationary sequences 
u:=izoaj,,zk-,, mEZ;k= 1, . . . . N. (VI.5) 
Then (ui, 0:) = (1/2n) j$’ e -i(mP”)‘fk(A) dl and, by (VI.4), the representa- 
tion (VI.5) is the innovation representation of v;, m E Z; k = 1, . . . . N. Since 
Y m,n = ,c, einekui (m, n) E if’, 
it then follows that 
L’(y;m)c $ @L(uk;m), m E Z. 
k=l 
Since, for a fixed m E Z, the sequence y,,,, n E Z, is a deterministic 
univariate stationary process and since, in addition, 
Y m,n = kil einek& n E n, 
it follows that vk E Sp{ y,,, 1 n E Z}; implying 
L’( y; m) = c 0 L(uk; m), m E h. 
k=l 
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Thus, 
L’(y;m)W(y;m-l)= 2 @[L@;m 
k=l 
)&quk;m- 1) 1 
= sp{zi, . ..) ZM} 
and, a fortiori, M, = N. 
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